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MAJOR-RELEASE FOR THE COPLANNER SOFTWARE

Graz, 27.02.2020 –An important step in the CoPlanner software was initiated at the turn of the year and has 
now been implemented: The CoPlanner version 9.5.4 has been successfully replaced by the major release 
10.0. The further development of modern technologies, stronger performance and the establishment of 
new business models are the trigger for this important update. In the past few years, many future-oriented 
developments for controlling have been implemented in the CoPlanner software.

„CoPlanner 10.0 condenses 30 years of continuous software development as well as many years of 
experience in BI projects with a variety of focuses. New technological possibilities and business content give 
the intelligent controlling an innovative boost", says Robin Schmeisser, Managing Director of CoPlanner 
Software and Consulting GmbH.
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Highlights of this major release include the 
optimization and expansion of the web interfaces 
for the users, the technical migration to the .NET 
Framework 4.8 as well as new controlling features, 
user-friendliness, more flexibility, better 
performance and the provision for use in the cloud.

CoPlanner is a software that makes the most complex planning easy, gives you a powerful, up-to-date 
analysis and reporting tool and covers the tasks from simple sales planning to commercial law 
consolidation. CoPlanner strives to continuously develop the recognized high level of customer satisfaction 
through software, service and support.

The software for intelligent controlling is constantly evolving and has reached another important milestone 
in its 30-year history.

CoPlanner Software and Consulting GmbH

CoPlanner, specialist in the areas of business intelligence and corporate performance management 
including AI algorithms, has been developing software solutions for controlling and corporate management 
in partnership with the customer since 1989, supplemented by consulting and training in controlling and 
information technology. Always with the goal in mind: entrepreneurs and managers should always keep an 
eye on corporate development and be able to intervene in a controlling manner.




